
500-Cinquecento POP 8V GPL

Characteristics:

Standard equipment:

Alternatore specifico Libretto istruzioni in italiano

Maniglia appiglio lato passeggero

Optional equipment :

Accendisigari CAMOUFLAGE (Disponibile su col. est. 5DL,5CE, 5DP)

Calotte specchi esterni cromate Cellophanatura

Cerchi in Lega da 15" GRIGIO DIAMANTATO (con pneu
185/55 non catenabili)

Cerchi in Lega da 16" ANTRACITE OPACO DIAMANTATO
(con Pneu 195/45 non catenabili)

Cerchi in Lega da 16" GRIGIO DIAMANTATO Cult (con pneu
195/45 non catenabili)

Cerchi in Lega da 19" Bi-color Myron (con pneu 205/50 non
catenabili)

Cerchi in lega da 17" Grigio Argentato Coppe ruote specifiche VINTAGE da 14"

Cruise control Fasce laterali ITALY

Fasce paracolpi laterali verniciate con badge personalizzabile Fasce paracolpi laterali verniciate con targhetta "500"

Fascia Laterale Bianca Fascia Laterale Nera

Fascia Laterale Rossa Fendinebbia

LORD (Disponibile su col. est. 5DM, 5DL, 5CE, 5DP) Link System: compatibile con Apple CarPlay e Android™ Auto

NAVY (Disponibile su col. est. 5CA, 5DL, 74G) Numero 5 Nero

Retrovisori esterni elettrici con sbrinamento Sensore pioggia / crepuscolare

Servizi LIVE Uconnect Servizi Mopar® Connect

Sovratappeti Speaker posteriori

Striscia 5oo ITALIA su Tetto Tetto a Scacchi Bianco

Tetto a Scacchi Nero Tetto fisso in cristallo

Uconnect TM 5" Radio Live Touchscreen, Bluetooth,
USB/AUX-IN

Uconnect TM 5" Radio NAV Live con DAB Touchscreen,
Bluetooth, USB/AUX/IN

Uconnect TM 7" Radio Live NAV Touchscreen con DAB,
Bluetooth, USB/AUX-IN

Volante in pelle con comandi radio

Fuel consumption and CO2 Emissions :

CO2 Emissions, WLTP combined (g/km): not available
Fuel consumption, WLTP combined
(l/100km):

not available

The value of CO2 emissions is defined on the basis of official tests in accordance with the provisions of EU Regulation in force
at the time of type approval.

The specification (A) indicates the value of CO2 determined on the basis of the NEDC cycle as per Regulation (EU) 692/2008.

The specification (B) indicates the value of CO2 determined on the basis of the measurement / correlation method referring to
the NEDC cycle as per Regulation (EU) 2017/1152-1153.

The specification (C) indicates the value of CO2 determined on the basis of the new WLTP test procedure as per Regulation
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(EU) 2017/1347.

The CO2 and fuel consumption values obtained according to the applicable legislation are indicated in order to allow the
comparison of vehicle data. The homologation values of CO2 and fuel consumption may not reflect the actual values of CO2
and fuel consumption, which depend on many factors related, by way of example but not limitation,, to the driving style, the
route, the weather and road conditions; the condition, use and equipment of the vehicle.

The reported values of CO2 and fuel consumption refer to the basic version of the vehicle and may change during the next
configuration phase depending on the type of equipment and / or the size of the tyres which will be selected.

In any case, the official CO2 values and fuel consumption of the vehicle purchased by the customer will be supplied with the
documents accompanying the vehicle.

In cases where the values of CO2 and fuel consumption are relevant for the purposes of calculating taxes and costs related to
the vehicle, reference should be made to the applicable laws in each country.

The value of CO2 and fuel consumption contained in this document summarising the selected configuration refers to the vehicle
including all the equipment, accessories and tyres which had been chosen during the configuration.

The CO2 values and fuel consumption of the configured vehicle are not definitive and may evolve as a result of changes in the
production cycle; more up-to-date values will be available at the official dealer of the chosen FCA network.

In any case, the official CO2 values and fuel consumption of the vehicle purchased by the customer will be supplied with the
documents accompanying the vehicle.

In cases where the values of CO2 and fuel consumption are relevant for the purposes of calculating taxes and costs related to
the vehicle, reference should be made to the applicable laws in each country.
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